
RENTAL SERVICES
This product is also available for
rental. Ask for details

POOLING SOLUTIONS
Product also available in pooling
service. Contact us for more details.

PRODUCT DESIGN
We can design and produce similar
custom made product for you.

APPLICABLE SERVICES

Collapsible wire container 800x600x700mm - galvanized

SKU 76600

said folding metal wire container 800x600x700mm. The internal
dimensions are 726x569x571mm. 1 folding frame on the long side,
mutually stackable.

TECHNICAL DATA

Material  Metal
Status  New
Side walls  Foldable
Bottom  Perforated
Inside dimension lenght  726
Inside dimension width  569
Inside dimension height  571
Outside dimension lenght  860
Outside dimension width  580
Outside dimension height  680
Product  new, for rent
Type  Wire mesh containres

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

New collapsible wire container 800x600x700mm
      This metal wire collapsible container has the outside
dimensions and the inner 800x600x700mm sizes are
726x569x571mm. The metal is electrolytically galvanized. With a
maximum load capacity of 300kg is a strong thread container for
this format. These wire collapsible container is provided with the
first wing frame on the long side, and they are mutually stackable.
Because the wire container is collapsible you can save a lot of
space during return transport or if they are in storage when not in
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use. The collapsed height is 240mm. you can stack 9 folded wire
containers on a pile of 2395mm. This wire containers are, inter alia,
used in the automotive industry, mussel farms, and they are
perfectly suitable for the storage of items such as production
waste, parts and components for the manufacturing for cars. This
wire container has a practical design and is highly resistant to
damage.

Link to visit this page:
https://rotom.co.uk/collapsible-wire-container-800x600x700mm-ga
lvanized-76600
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